Lessons 1–5 Wordly Wise Vocabulary Word List REG

Be sure to make flashcards and study these words and all forms of the words. Your test will be on January 8th (Blue day kids) and January 11th (Red day kids)

***31 total words***

Lesson 1
1. abate
2. authority
3. epidemic
4. estimate
5. industrious
6. irrelevant
7. precise
8. sham

Lesson 2
9. astute
10. authentic
11. derogatory
12. prior
13. solitude

Lesson 3
14. admonish
15. devious
16. devoid
17. heed
18. subside
19. unwitting

Lesson 4
20. acquire
21. competent
22. comprise
23. dilapidated
24. illustrious
25. latitude

Lesson 5
26. adequate
27. agitate
28. capitulate
29. hovel
30. indifferent
31. toil